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Devolution is a game that connects players worldwide online.
The game will have a PVE and PVP mode where players can fight against each other 
with their Evomons.

The Evomons will be available for free in the game, certain evolution forms can be 
purchased in the ingame store, with the purchase you automatically get the NFT.

You can get NFT's in the following ways: The Devolution box, Winning at our rewards and
raffles, buying or trading. In near future on our own Nft Marketplace!
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Where we come from and how we came into being is a question that not only occupies 
mankind.. Let me take you on a journey to the outer moon of the largest planet in our solar 
system – Jupiter! On the moon "Callisto" life has originated millions of years ago, the so-
called Evomon's populate the moon planet. About the origin of the Evomon's there are 
different myths, some are of the opinion that they were simply there, but the inscriptions of 
the lost temple city Elara point to a much deeper mystery.. The moon planet Callisto is still 
a magical unexplored mystery! Start your adventure and explore the moon planet with your 
curious Flokimon. Callisto is divided into different climate zones, which in turn are home to 
native Evomon's: In the mountains of eternal ice it’s no surprise to meet Evomon's of the 
element ice and when traveling through the volcanic islands, one must be prepared for fire 
Evomon's. The oceans of the moon planet are full of undiscovered water Evomon's and the 
skies are dominated by Evomon's of the element of air. The world of the Evomons, the 
Jupiter moon Callisto, was once a normal moon as you know it. For reasons that no one 
knows to this day, a battle took place between the 4 elemental rulers, the legendary 
evomon's. Through the apocalypse-like battle, Callisto changed into a moon full of 
elements. Whether the Evomons were created by the 4 elemental rulers, by the fight or 
were brought there, is unclear until today!
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Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are digital assets that represent objects like art, collectible,
and in-game items. They are traded online, often with cryptocurrency, and are generally
encoded within smart contracts on a blockchain. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique
digital objects that exist in a variety of contexts and applications. They may represent
physical goods through RFID tags on a real object, information such as video information,
titles of ownership for virtual items, tradable assets such as cryptocurrency futures
contracts; in this way they overlap with both physical property and intellectual property.
Gaining popular attention early on with the release of  $DeVo, an online game where
people buy and sell cats that continually have different combinations of genes leading to
rare or desirable appearances. Many games have been released since then with similar
concepts, allowing people to purchase game items as if they were trading card packs.
The successful games demonstrate the economic potential that  $DeVo will create for
developers who can design their own games using them. The idea behind non-fungible
tokens is not entirely new but was coined when DeVo became one of the best-selling
apps, showing how individuals might want to collect certain types of tokens rather than
just be able to exchange them as fungible tokens do. Games like Devolution  provide
another value these non-fungible tokens have because it gives people something else to
collect outside traditional cards while they still maintain a level of uniqueness among each
item being sold within the app’s marketplace.
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Game development/Marketing Tax: 4%  
Liq Tax: 2% 

Buy Tax: 10% 
Game development/Marketing Tax: 6% 
Ingame Reward Transaction Tax: 1%
Liq Tax: 2% 
Buyback Tax: 3%

Sell Tax: 12% 

Team Tax:
0,5%

Team Tax:
0,5%

Autoliq/ Buyback
Tax: 2%

Burn Wallet
Tax: 1% 

Burn Wallet
Tax: 1% 

Game
development/
Marketing ax: 5%

Game
development/Mar
keting Tax: 4% 

Ingame Reward
Transaction
Tax: 2.5% 

In game
Transaction
Tax: 2.5% 

Liq Tax: 3% 
Liq Tax: 4% 

•
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Private Sale 2% - 0xB5cd205C5CA5bf799d523ac6f5AC3190392D3197
Whitelist Sale 6% - https://bit.ly/3zY9FxF
Team 5% - 0x139e08aF313d062869f52e83ec2E5BF21dC098Cb
Liquidity for listings 12% - 0x35DD356985138E0E18553801C2E196c4CC673D53 
Game Ecosystem 60% - 0xF5A1B75db3a99E3875D802D66F61319f10EdB319 
Development & Marketing 10% - 0xb9F23aD895aF02296892723aBf9eE3dBbF4C536c 
Multisig Wallet 5% - GNOSIS - 0x4AB77FB98CEDA4dB6622cB660E388F4FB9887d52

Unlock Wallets are burned 

  Team        Locked 1 Y   

  Development & Marketing Locked 3 M / Distr. 6 M 

•
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Devolution  Song
Devolution gets its own song. The real Jason Paige writes and sings the song of 
DEVOLUTION. Jason Paige is the opening singer of Pokemon.

he sang for

• Coca Cola
• Subway
• Spongebob The Movie
• Rick and Morty
• Lego
• and much more!

https://open.spotify.com/track/71wKQlsJpq6YJsUX3NYrqL?si=SZdphcWiTXOvc56av-nEVw&utm_source=native-share-menu
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Devolution gets its own comic series. Among other things, the comic series will be 
available as NFT. 
Soon more Informations.

COMIC
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Every 2 weeks there are draws where you can win BUSD. Holders of the last 2 weeks,
takes part in the raffle. The higher our Mcap, the higher the prize money. EVERY 2
WEEKS!
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• Game Trailer
• Staking platform development
• Nft marketplace Launch
• Merchandise
• Sponsorship
• Game Demo

• Staking live
• Game beta
• Partnerships
• Tournament

• Vip Devo Club
• Worldwide tournament
• More partnerships

ROADMAP

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

PHASE FIVE

• Launch Devolution
• Launch Website
• Audit
• Launch Whitepaper
• First Evomons • Nfts

• Promotion Token partnership
• Contests
• First exchanges
• Comic
• Gameplaytrailer
• Nft marketplace development
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Who doesn't know it: you play a game and you think, if this game would have “this” or
“that” possibility it would be awesome more fun! No problem, we are here to develop the
BEST game together with you! Together we can do it! Because we think that the
community of a project is the most important thing of all, we will start polls every few
weeks, where the community can express their wishes. You can share your ideas for
new features etc. that you would like to see in the game and we will try to implement the
best possible!

Devolution offers an in-game store, where you can buy items that pushes the attributes of
an Evomon. The items can be purchased by paying with $DeVo tokens. The tokens used
for payment are burned. 
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The Devolution Box offers users a magic swap. What do we mean by magic swap? 2
parties can insert their NFT/ Evomon into the Devolution Box and they will be swapped.
Person A does not know what person B has offered. The magic exchange will have
requirements: If someone offers a rare Evomon or NFT into the Devolution Box, they can
only be swapped with also rare Evomon/ NFT!

We offer a Transformer Machine to our players. If you have 2 Evomons and put these 2
Evomons into the Transformer, a new random Evomon will come out. Does it have to be
stronger? No! It is a random mechanism. Luck is part of it!

DEVOLUTION RESORT
In the Resort, the evomons you own are at home. this resort offers each evomon , 
comfortable areas, water, fire earth or wind. Everyone starts with the same resort, 
players can expand their resort with nft's, or buy, trade or win new resorts. 
The goal is to bring the resort to the latest level to take advantage of the benefits.

More functions, more information soon:
- Guild
- Rewards/Challenges
- Level/Power up System
- Tournament
- and more..




